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Abstract

Scholars of distributive politics often discuss the importance of the use of clien-
telism. However, since clientelist exchanges occur under the table, we lack strong ob-
servational data to estimate the actual prevalence of clientelism. The current solution
is to use survey experiments designed to elicit sensitive information in order to create
population-level estimates. However, this does not permit us to view in-country vari-
ance in the use of clientelism. In order to address this challenge, I propose a Bayesian
mixed-membership model that allows government hires to be selected both for their
meritocratic qualifications and to fulfill political aims. I use data from Colombia on
temporary teacher hires- where qualitative interviews suggest patronage is particularly
common- and allow each teacher to be hired based on both their credentials and as
part of a clientelist exchange. Specifically, I consider the type of vacancy the teacher
fills, the level of education the teacher has, whether their education aligns with what
theyre teaching, where the school is located within the municipality, how the teacher
is paid, and any bonuses received. I then use municipal hiring patterns to estimate the
presence of clientelism at the municipal level. These estimates align with both qual-
itative research done in Colombia and quantitative measures including direct survey
questions.
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1 Motivation

To what extent do politicians rely on clientelist linkages to build and maintain voter net-

works? Clientelism, or the targeted exchange of benefits for votes (Kitschelt & Wilkinson

2007), is a widely used tool that parties and politicians alike use to win elections. However,

studies of clientelism face challenges in estimating just how often politicians use clientelism to

achieve political aims. While the literature has made advancements in understanding where

clientelism occurs, how it occurs, when it is likely to be successful, and the consequences for

citizens (Dekel, Jackson & Wolinsky 2008, Calvo & Murillo 2012, Stokes, Dunning, Nazareno

& Brusco 2013, Frye, Reuter & Szakonyi 2014, Lawson & Greene 2014, Holland & Palmer-

Rubin 2015, Rueda 2015, Larreguy, Montiel Olea & Querubin 2017), it has not been able

to fully explore variance in the use of clientelism and its consequences. This creates lim-

itations concerning what questions studies of clientelism can answer: without a measure

of just how often clientelism occurs, the scope of studies of clientelism is quite limited.

As more studies evaluate the limitations of clientelism (Weitz-Shapiro 2012, Gingerich &

Medina 2013, Greene 2017), measuring just how much politicians use clientelist linkages, as

opposed to other linkages (Luna 2014), is increasingly important.

Measuring clientelism is a particularly difficult task for two reasons. First, clientelist

exchanges are often both discrete and indirect. As a result, cash and benefit exchanges

are not included in budgets and jobs are not categorized as patronage-based jobs. Data,

therefore, is difficult to properly identify. Second, in many contexts clientelism is seen as

a form of corruption or “dirty” politics. Social norms reduce citizen’s likelihood of openly

admitting to their exposure to clientelist politics.

Three main techniques have been used to overcome these challenges: first, formal models

have been used to generate predictions about clientelism that can be tested without explicit

estimates concerning the prevalence of clientelism (Becker 1983, Snyder 1991, Myerson 1993,

Lizzeri & Persico 2001, Khemani 2010, Persico, Pueblita & Silverman 2011). Second, many

scholars have relied on in-depth qualitative interviews that provides rich data about the
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specific nature of clientelist interactions and dynamics (Abers 1998, Muñoz 2014, Zarazaga

2014). Both of these techniques have improved our understanding of clientelism as a phe-

nomenon, but not on how often politicians use clientelist linkages or the variance in the effect

of clientelist linkages. In order to capture just how often clientelism occurs, researchers have

turned to survey list experiments designed to reduce social desirability bias and elicit sen-

sitive information (Blair & Imai 2012, Blair, Imai & Lyall 2014, Greene 2017). The ability

to use survey experiments has improved our understanding of just how common clientelism

is at the national level. However, especially in smaller municipalities, recruiting enough cit-

izens to use survey list experiments for subnational estimates is prohibitively expensive and

time-consuming. Given that small, rural municipalities are most likely to experience clien-

telism (Gingerich & Medina 2013), this suggests that many of our strategies are not fully

capturing clientelism where it is most likely to occur. Furthermore, understanding variance

in clientelism within country contexts make it possible to conduct inference where clientelism

is an independent variable.

I propose an alternative technique for measuring clientelism that makes it possible to gen-

erate estimates at the local-level. Using a Bayesian Mixed-Membership model, my estimation

strategy addresses many of the limitations of existing measures by using available data to

robustly estimate the use of clientelism in a way that highlights within-case variance. With

this measure, we can consider how differences in the use of clientelism by different parties,

regions, or municipalities vary and explore new venues to further studies of clientelism.

2 A Model for Local-Level Clientelism

2.1 Bayesian Mixed Membership Models

Mixed membership models use patterns in the data in order to classify data into latent classes

(Airoldi, Blei, Erosheva & Feinberg 2014, Joutard, Airoldi & Love 2008). Unlike many classi-

fication models that assume an item can belong to only one class, mixed-membership models
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allow each item to belong partially to several classes. Thus, rather than assigning categorical

measures, they classify items along a continuum. This approach has been particularly useful

in increasing our ability to analyze text documents and survey responses by allowing one

document, or one survey, to fit into several different categories.

In particular, I focus on Hierarchical Bayesian Mixed-Membership Models (Joutard,

Airoldi & Love 2008). These models are especially nuanced in their approach to assign-

ing class membership. Hierarchical mixed-membership models pool information at various

levels to assign class membership and conditions the estimates on the context that pro-

duced the observation. For example, it can account for individuals within households or

neighborhoods.

These models have been applied in political science to improve our estimates of ideology

(Gross & Manrique-Vallier 2014). Using this strategy permits more nuanced analysis since

a citizen’s classification highlights the extent to which any label applies.

2.2 Applying Mixed Membership Models to Clientelism

I build on this tradition by applying mixed membership models to the study of clientelism.

As in past applications of Bayesian Hierarchical Mixed Membership Models, I depend on

distributions that account for the nested nature of the data. The goal of the model is to

estimate the amount of clientelism in a given municipality using data at both the municipal

and the individual level. At the individual level, I use data on temporary public service

hires. First, I stipulate that there are two classes of hires in public service: meritocratic

hires and patronage hires. Patronage hires represent one particular type of clientelism (viz.

the exchange of jobs for political support) but I assume that where patronage occurs, it is

more likely that other forms of clientelism coexist. Thus, patronage is a meaningful proxy

for clientelism writ large.

The model includes two main components: an estimate of the baseline risk of clientelism

in a municipality as a function of the demographic characteristics of that municipality and
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a refinement of that estimate using the characteristics of public service employees in that

municipality. In the first component, I use data at the municipal level that correlates with

the presence of clientelism. Each municipalities estimate of clientelism is characterized by a

beta distribution with a mean, µ and a count phi. In order to estimate µ, I find the predicted

level of clientelism from a logistic regression.

In the second component of the model, I update my prior expectations using additional

information about the observed characteristics of public servants. I look for how often cer-

tain features in hiring, for example particular designations of temporary employees, cooccur

within each municipality. These observed features of employees are characterized by a mix-

ture of binomial distributions that predict the likelihood any given characteristic reflects the

patronage. The final estimates for municipal-level clientelism are the point-estimates for πm

most consistent with both the municipal-level and individual-level data.

The full model can be characterized as follows:

Ymj|θ, Z ∼ f(ymj|θj, zmj)∀m, j (1)

zij|π, n ∼ Binomial(πm)∀m, j (2)

πm|n ∼ Beta(µi, φ)∀m,φ ∼ Gamma(2, 2) (3)

µm|γ = Logit−1(Aγm)∀m (4)
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Where:

m = The municipal indicator

j = The indicator for each observed characteristic of public employees

n = The number of hires within the municipality

ymj = The profile of indicators j in municipality m

θ = Parameter for generating distribution for indicator j

Z = Indicator for if observed characteristic j is a manifestation of patronage

π = The proportion of hires that indicate patronage

µ = The “mean expectation” of clientelism in each municipality

γ = Coefficients for municipal indicators

The distributions I select are used to best accomodate the structure of the data. The

characteristics of hires are all dummy variables where 0 indicates that the characteristic is

not present while 1 indicates that the characteristic is present. As such, I use a binomial

distribution to classify each indicator. The parameters for municipal-level indicators are

estimated using a logit link so that they take values between 0 and 1 so that estimates can

be interpreted as proportions.

3 Data

I test this estimation strategy using data on teacher hires in Colombia in 2013. During

field research in 2016-2018, interview subjects throughout Colombia identified patronage

as a particularly salient concern 1. I focus on hires of teachers because they represent a

type of temporary employment that occurs frequently due to inefficiency in the civil-service

1Interviews conducted July 2016 and July-December 2018
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appointment of teachers2. Furthermore, qualitative interviews suggest that the number of

teachers is often inflated to help the municipality receive additional funds from the central

government. Consequently, teacher hires can often reflect inflated employment that increases

the opportunity for politically-motivated hiring practices.

My data occurs is generated at two levels. At the municipal level, I create the base-

estimates for the risk of clientelism using characteristics of municipalities that past research

has shown to be associated with clientelism (Weitz-Shapiro 2012, Lucciasano & Macdonald

2012, Stokes et al. 2013). First, I consider the fiscal responsibility of the municipality. In

Colombia, this indicator is produced by the central government and considers whether the

municipality manages their funds efficiently. Then, I consider the level of material need in

the municipality using the number of homes enrolled to receive additional social benefits.

Third, I consider the population of the municipality. In particular, I use the school-aged

population since I focus explicitly on teachers. Finally, I calculate the proportion of all

teacher hires in the municipality that are considered temporary employees.

The model refines these estimates by using the profile of characteristics of the employed

teachers. I identify whether a teacher is qualified by coding whether their educational at-

tainment matches the requirements for the position they are hired for. I then consider where

the employee’s job is located using two characteristics. The first is if they are at a single

school, in a single district, or in a “floating position” where the teacher travels as needed.

The second is whether the school they are employed in is in an urban or rural area within a

municipality. Next, I consider how the teacher is paid: using the municipality’s resources or

the resources from the national government ear-marked for education spending as well as if

they received a bonus for their work. In order to fully understand the nature of temporary

employment, I identify the type of vacancy the teacher fills (long term, short term, or other),

the type of teacher the employee is, and if the employee is from a minority ethnic group.

The occurences of each characteristic that employees posess, conditioned on the information

2ibid
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about the municipality they work in, allow me to estimate the use of clientelism for each

municipality.

4 Results and Validity Checks

I estimate the level of clientelism from 0 to 1 using 4 chains of 5000 samples with a burn-

in of 2500. I find that municipal estimates range from .278 to .666 with a mean level of

clientelism of 0.419. Viewing the traceplots of the estimates of πm for each municipality in

ShinyStan suggests model convergence. I do not focus on R̂ statistics due to low numbers of

observations in many small municipalities.

The estimate suggests that clientelism is quite common in Colombia, but highlights the

variance in just how often it occurs in any given municipality. The municipalities with higher

levels of clientelism tend to be concentrated on the Carribean and Pacific coasts, as expected

based on historical clientelism in the Córdoba and Chòco departments.3 A map with the

distribution of levels of clientelism in 1086 municipalities can be found in Figure 1

4.1 Validation 1: Qualitative Data

In order to validate this measure, I begin by looking at qualitative measures. Based on

interviews conducted in 2016 and 2018, clientelism is particularly common in the coastal

areas of Colombia 4. Ocampo (2014) draws attention to the prevalence of clientelism in the

department of Córdoba from 1950-2010. In my data, I see levels of clientelism in Cordoba

that are higher than estimates across the country: ranging from .372 in San Andrés de

Sotavento to .577 in Tierralta. The mean estimate for clientelism in Córdoba is 0.436 while

the mean in Colombia, excluding Córdoba, is 0.418. Using a simple difference of means test

I find the this difference is statistically significant. My estimation strategy produces higher

estimates where clientelism has been present historically.

3Interviews conducted July 2016 and July -December 2018
4Interviews conducted July 2016 and July-December 2018
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Figure 1: Estimates of Clientelism in Colombia, 2013

4.2 Validation 2: Corruption Surveys

My estimates use data from 2013. Therefore, I expect to better validate the measure using

data from the mayoral term from 2012-2015, when the same leaders are in local office as were

at the time my estimate is taken. To do so, I use Latin American Public Opinion Project

(LAPOP) surveys in Colombia from 2012, 2013, and 2014.

While clientelism and corruption are fundamentally different concepts, they often tend

to coexist. Thus, I expect that more clientelist municipalities are also more likely to be

municipalities that citizens perceive as corrupt. I identify two questions from the 2012,

2013, and 2014 rounds of LAPOP surveys that measure perceptions of corruption.

The first question asks how widespread corrupt public officials are while the second asks

to what extent the government works to combat corruption. On both measures, I run
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an ordered logit where the dependent variable is the citizen’s response category and the

independent variable is my point-estimate of clientelism.5

Citizen responses to how corrupt public officials are either “not widespread”, “not very

widespread”, “somewhat widespread”, or “very widespread”. If my estimate of clientelism

is valid, I would expect that citizens in municipalities with high levels of clientelism are

more likely to respond that corruption is widespread. I find support for this: the coefficient

for clientelism is positive and statistically significant. As seen in Figure 2a, where there are

higher levels of clientelism the probability that citizens identify corruption as very widespread

increases while the probability that they answer that corruption is not widespread decreases.

For the question about how the government combats corruption, citizens can answer on

a scale from 1 “they do nothing” to 7 “they do a lot”. If my estimate of clientelism is

valid, I would expect citizens in municipalities with high levels of clientelism to be less likely

to report that the government is working to combat corruption. I again run an ordered

logit and find support for this: the coefficient is negative and statistically significant. In

Figure 2b, I highlight three categories of responses: the government does nothing, the central

category where the government does some, and the government does a lot. As the level of

clientelism increases, the probability that respondents answer that the government does

nothing increases while the probability that respondents say the government does some or

nothing decreases.

4.3 Validation 3: Clientelism Surveys

Finally, I validate my measure using a direct survey question concerning clientelism. I use

survey responses from 2012 and 2013 waves of the Latin American Public Opinion Project

(LAPOP) survey asking citizens if, during elections in the last four years, a politician or

political party has offered them a favor, food, or another item or benefit in exchange for voting

for a particular candidate or party. The citizen can respond that this “never” occurs, “rarely”

5Regression Tables Available in the Appendix
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Figure 2: Predicted Probability of Survey Responses Given Clientelism in the Respondent’s
Municipality
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occurs, or “frequently” occurs. I expect that citizens are more likely to say clientelism

“rarely” or “frequently” occurs in municipalities with higher levels of clientelism.

As with the corruption questions, I run an ordered logit where the dependent variable

is the citizen’s response and the independent variable is my estimate of clientelism. I find

support for my measure: citizens in municipalities with higher estimates of clientelism are

more likely to say that clientelism occurs. As seen in Figure 3, at higher levels of clientelism

respondents are more likely to say that they were rarely or frequently offered benefits and

less likely to say that they were never offered benefits. Given the sensitive nature of the

question and the likelihood of citizens lying about receiving benefits, this effect is particularly

noteworthy.
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Figure 3: Predicted Probability of Being Offered Clientelist Benefit
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5 Discussion

In this paper, I present a novel application of mixed-membership models as a tool to esti-

mate clientelism at the local level. Using data from Colombia in 2013, I find that mixed-

membership models help to distinguish which municipalities have higher relative levels of

clientelism. This measure is validated both through qualitative evidence, where I have found

higher levels of clientelism in the Córdoba department, and survey questions on corruption

and clientelism during the same time period.

This model can easily be used to estimate clientelism overtime where public hiring data is

available. By combining municipal demographic characteristics with attributes that public

hires present, this model allows us to identify how much clientelism occurs at the local

level. My estimation strategy, therefore, can be used to observe changes in clientelism with

historical data. It can also be used in other country contexts where patronage is used to

target voters. Using a Bayesian hierarchical mixed-membership model to estimate clientelism

opens a new avenue for clientelism research where the degree of clientelism can be used to

more fully analyze the role clientelism plays in both elections and redistribution.
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Appendices

A Regression Results for Validity Checks

A.1 Corruption

Corruption in Public Officials
Clientelism 2.46∗∗∗

(0.41)
AIC 7017.65
BIC 7053.74
Log Likelihood -3502.83
Deviance 7005.65
Num. obs. 3023
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05

Table 1: Ordered Logit: Corruption in Public Officials

Government Prevents Corruption
Clientelism −1.32∗∗∗

(0.37)
AIC 11643.50
BIC 11697.62
Log Likelihood -5812.75
Deviance 11625.50
Num. obs. 3023
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05

Table 2: Ordered Logit: Government Prevents Corruption

A.2 Clientelism
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Exposure to Clientelism
Clientelism 1.83∗∗∗

(0.48)
AIC 4191.20
BIC 4209.20
Log Likelihood -2092.60
Deviance 4185.20
Num. obs. 2978
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05

Table 3: Ordered Logit: Exposure to Clientelism
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